The GreenLab Research Call
GreenLab Skive and DTU have joined forces to add a dedicated research layer to the
GreenLab Skive platform. The Villum Foundation has supported this endeavour with a
grant including ~10 M DKK to be used for smaller, flexible, mission-driven research projects.

Next deadline is on the 14th of June 2022
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Mini-Call for Research Projects
on the GreenLab Skive platform
– 2nd round (2022)
Background
GreenLab Skive and DTU have joined forces to add a dedicated research layer to
the GreenLab Skive platform. The VILLUM FOUNDATION has supported this
endeavour with a grant including 10 M DKK for smaller, flexible, mission-driven
research projects.
Mini-calls open to all technical universities
This mini-call for research projects is open for all Danish technical universities:
AAU, AU and SDU. DTU is the primary university partner, main applicant, and
coordinator of the grant. Still, the purpose is to activate more Danish technical
research expertise and encourage more collaboration and coordination between
universities.
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Background

Mission driven research with
defined challenges
For this round we are happy to provide three challenges that needs to be addressed. The challenges are identified through an
ongoing dialogue with our Partners here at GreenLab and with researchers through workshops. We are always open towards
good ideas and if you have an idea addressing a challenge that we have not identified, you are more than welcome to contact us
and present your idea.
Challenges to be addressed in this call are:
Challenge A: From meta-studies of curated designs of eco-industrial clusters to actionable decision tools for cluster design
Challenge B: Customer segmentation tool through sustainability preferences. Mapping the trade-off between sustainability and cost
Challenge C: Design guide for active power distribution networks in industrial clusters with large pro-summers
Challenge X: Open Challenge - Your ideas are welcome
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Challenges

GreenLab Research Missions
Developing the design principles for curated eco-industrial
clusters for the future of Green Industry
Operating an eco-industrial cluster with the optimised matching of RE
fluctuations, demand-side flexibility and infrastructure storage and
conversion investments, as well as minimised waste on all other
resource streams in the cluster
Demonstrating the value of sector coupling and leading the way with
scalable initiatives to bring value to the green transition of industries at a
national and international level
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GreenLab Missions

Challenge description

Challenge A – Clusters
- From meta studies of curated designs of eco-industrial clusters
to actionable decision tools for cluster design
At GreenLab, we see circular economy as one of the fundamental and
necessary shifts in industry to enable a green transition in society. Ecoindustrial clusters and industrial symbiosis are apparent ways to facilitate
such shifts in economy and production.
Scientific meta-studies of industrial clusters and industrial symbiosis
outline some centrally governed cluster design challenges from”
greenfield”. However, there is a lack of concrete, actionable guidelines
drawing upon such scientific studies.
With this challenge, we invite a sociologically oriented study of
mechanisms and incentives for cluster collaborations where guidelines
and pitfalls from previous initiatives are identified.

Missions related to challenge:
• Design principles for eco-industrial clusters
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?

Challenge description

Challenge B – Green vs cost
- Customer segmentation tool through sustainability preferences.
Mapping the trade off between sustainability and cost
At GreenLab, the incentive for industries to become site partners is often
a green choice. However, we also see a need for an increased
understanding of the spectrum of industry operation from” all green” to
”strict profit” focus. Most companies and potential site partners will be
somewhere between the extremes.
With this challenge, we invite a value stream mapping at the cluster level,
which can foster a data-based discussion of customer categories
concerning sustainability vs profit/cost. The mapping tool should
facilitate coupling between customer preferences and overall
cluster/park sustainability gains.

Missions related to challenge:
• Design principles for eco-industrial clusters
• Supply-Demand flexibility
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Challenge description

Challenge C – Topology
- Design guide for active power distribution networks in
industrial clusters with large pro-sumers
At GreenLab, a mix of large energy consumers and green energy
production constitute a novel setting where standard distribution
networks may be challenged.
The network topology and enabled service features should be
reconsidered for such industrial clusters enabling both flexible operation
and balance between availability and buffering and aggregated network
services to the external DSO/TSO.
With this challenge, we invite ideation and co-creation to design the
optimal internal power network. The network design should both be
optimised for operation as well as be an interesting test and
demonstration facility for large scale power research

Missions related to challenge:
• Design principles for eco-industrial clusters
• Supply-Demand flexibility
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Challenge description

Challenge X – Open
Challenge
- Your ideas are welcome!
At GreenLab, we continuously identify new challenges and see the
research activities targeting the challenges as steppingstones on the
mission journey. This is our way of doing mission-driven research.
Our ideas for new challenges are almost always based on dialogues with
partners, researchers and other guests at GreenLab. We also welcome
ideas falling outside the existing challenges. If an idea is well-justified and
supports our missions, we may choose

Missions related to challenge:
• All
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Project & Funding Details
The total funding amount is DKK 9.900.000 to be granted in ultimo 2021 and until
medio 2023. The division per call will be based on the quality of applications. We
granted four projects in the first round, totaling 2.494.150 DKK.
Overhead: 15%, which needs to be included in the budget proposal
Co-Financing:
Not required from university partners, but appreciated, if possible
Non-university partners must fully fund their own activities in the project
Expected project sizes: 100.000 – 1.000.000 DKK, which goes to cover the research
personnel
Project duration: Up to 12 months, ending no later than March 2024
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Funding details

Project & Funding Details
Infrastructure & Equipment
Access: Agreed and coordinated with GreenLab Skive and associated companies
Acquisition: If needed there is an additional fund that can cover infrastructure investments. This funding
amounts to 7.000.000 DKK and is managed by GreenLab in connection to the R&D projects.
Eligibility & Requirements
Consortium composition:
• One or more participants from the Danish technical universities: AAU, AU, SDU and DTU
• GreenLab Skive and/or one or more associated companies engaged [self-financed]
• Other relevant partners welcome [self-financed]
Project Funding & Collaboration Agreement
For each project, a collaboration agreement will be made that ensures that IP is handled between the partners.
Timeline:

Round
2021
2022-1

Timeline
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Funding details

Deadline

Answer

Earliest start

Latest finish

19/11/2021

01/12/2021

01/01/2022

31/12/2022

14/06/2022

08/07/2022

01/08/2022

31/07/2023

Evaluation Criteria
By importance
Scientific level and quality
GreenLab challenge fit and industry relevance
Follow-up plans (new applications/projects etc.)
International potential/replicability
Synergy with other projects/proposals

The Selection Committee consist of select members from GreenLab and the Technical
Universities
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Contact Information

Leon Aahave Uhd
Energy Coordinator, DTU
laauh@dtu.dk
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Contact Information

Ebbe Kruse Vestergaard
Research Director, GreenLab
ebvk@greenlab.dk
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Green & circular
energy park
A physical platform
Own supply of 100% green energy
– 80MW wind and solar energy
Sector integration in practice:
Industry coupled with PtX through
SymbiosisNet, our intelligent
energy exchange infrastructure
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Technology
enabler

National
research facility

“The perfect host” for technology

Knowledge and innovation center for

companies. We provide infrastructure

intelligent, integrated energy

and services that reduce time-tomarket
We introduce the chicken to the egg
and create new markets
Green transition facilitator

Accelerate R&D to commercial scale
Skills development

